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The Pet Industry Federation (PIF)
The trade association for pet businesses 

Membership services,  Representation, Networking Events, 
Education, Commercial Joint Ventures 





PIF & Licensing 
• PIF is a member of the Model Licence committee 
• PIF was invited to be on the DEFRA Expert Panel in Feb 2017

National Companion Animal Focus Group



The existing licensing regimes for 
animal related activities pre-date 
the Animal Welfare Act 2006 and 
are not consistent with their 
standards or with each other. 
Alternatives, such as providing 
guidance to local authority 
inspectors have not been 
completely successful and so the 
only effective way to improve 
welfare standards is to update the 
legislation. 

The current regime is convoluted 
and unnecessarily burdensome for 
both businesses and local 
authorities, so correcting for this 
government failure should result in 
a more transparent and efficient 
process. 

What is the 
problem under 
consideration? 

Why is government 
intervention 
necessary? 



Exhibiting/performing animals: the present law on the registration 
of performing animals is not clear on whether it covers so called 
“mobile animal exhibits“ These are events where a person or 
persons will take animals (usually small mammals, reptiles, 
amphibians or birds) to a school or office to exhibit the animals.  
There have been concerns over the welfare of some of these events 
in which the animals may or may not be “performing” but are being 
exhibited.

It is therefore proposed to ensure that such activities are included 
within the new regulatory system. 

Animal boarding: the existing law makes no allowance for smaller 
scale businesses that look after dogs in the home of the business 
provider.  They are currently classed as an “animal boarding 
establishments“ with the same requirements as a large scale 
boarding kennel.  

We wish to change this so that specific statutory conditions will apply 
to such businesses.



Dog breeding: There is confusion about which dog 
breeders should be licenced and which should not. 

The existing definition refers to anyone who is in the 
business of breeding and selling dogs and also requires 
anyone who breeds and sells five or more litters in a 
twelve month period to be licenced.  

However, most local authorities have interpreted the five 
litters in a twelve month period as the threshold for a 
licence.  Despite informing local authorities that the 
business test is the overriding threshold local authorities 
use the five litters as a threshold because it is easier than 
trying to establish who “is in the business”. 



• 51m pets in 12m households

• 45% of UK households own a pet

• UK pet market worth £6bn

• UK pet industry employs more than 
50,000 people

9m
Dogs

8m 
Cats

500k
Birds

300k
hamsters

200k 
snakes

900k
rabbits

20m
Fish in 
tanks

400k
Guinea 

pigs

400k 
lizards

900k
Horses & 

Ponies

600k
Domestic 

fowl

300k 
tortoise

Source: PFMA



The Animal Welfare (Licensing of Activities Involving 
Animals) (England) Regulations 2018

No 486
Coming into force: 1st October 2018

• Regulations
1. General Conditions
2. Conditions specific to the activity

• Statutory Guidance
Guidance about the regulations

– Minimum Standards
– Higher Standard
– Risk Based Framework
– Star ratings



What’s changing in AAL 2018?

Kennels Similar to CIEH 

Catteries Similar to CIEH

Home Boarders Brand new

Doggy Day Care Brand New

Animal Exhibits Major overhaul on Performing 
Animals Act

Dog Breeding Updated 

Pet Vending Major overhaul to include anyone 
selling pets commercially



What does AAL 
look like –
October 2018

More complicated licensing procedures with the 
introduction of minimum and higher standards 
and a risk based framework allowing for “light 

touch” licensing

Examples of businesses ‘in and out of scope’ are 
included in the guidance notes

Guidance Notes replace CIEH Model Conditions 
and are statutory for all licensable activities

Consists of General Conditions (common to all 
licensable activities)and Specific Conditions 

appropriate to the activity to be licensed

Consists of regulations and statutory guidance in 
Englandi



WHAT 
ELSE CAN 
YOU 
EXPECT 
from AAL?

New Higher Standards introduced as well as 
minimum standards

Star ratings to be applied depending on score 
achieved in inspections 1 to 5 star

Licences can be applied for (and run) from any 
time in the year

AAL based on welfare and where there is new 
evidence standards have changed from CIEH

More written procedures (standard operating 
procedures)

Regulations and Guidance based on the 5 animal 
needs

Inspectors must be “suitably qualified”

Statutory Guidance on the regulation to be 
issued and used by Inspectors



1. Need for a suitable environment.
2. Need for a suitable diet.
3. Need to be able to exhibit normal 

behaviour patterns (such as exercise)
4. Need to be housed with, or apart, from 

other animals.
5. Need to be protected from pain, 

suffering, injury and disease.

2006 Animal Welfare Act 
5 Animal Needs



OPTIONAL FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO USE 

PET 
ANIMALS

ACT



AAL 2018
Selling Animals as 

Pets

Recommendations for the 
basic minimum standards 
considered necessary to 
ensure the health, safety 
and welfare of animals in 
pet shops.

The circumstances which a local 

authority must take into account in 

determining whether an activity is 

being carried on in the course of a 

business for the purposes of this 

Schedule include, for example, 

whether the operator—

(a)makes any sale by, or otherwise

carries on, the activity with a view

to making a profit, or

(b)earns any commission or fee from

the activity

.
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• The purchase of animals with the express intent to sell them on.
• Where animals are bought and then re-advertised for sale or sold within a 

short period of time.
• The number, frequency and/or volume of sales - systematic and repeated 

transactions using the same means of advertising are likely to indicate a 
commercial activity.

• High volumes of animals sold or advertised for sale or high number of 
litters or progeny could indicate a business

• High range and variability in the animals traded.  A wide variety of species 
or taxa being traded could indicate the commercial nature of the activity.

• High numbers of advertisements of animals for sale, including on 
classified websites, could indicate commercial behaviour, even where 
there is no actual sale taking place via the internet. This could be high 
numbers of advertisements at any one time or over a short period of 
time, and/or regularly.

• Advertising through a variety of sites, forums or media could indicate a 
commercial activity.

Indicators of  vending ‘in scope’ activities



• The infrequent sale of a small number of surplus offspring/excess stock by 
a private individual who breeds animals for pleasure, exhibition for prize, 
or for education, study or scientific advancement. For low value species 
that may produce large numbers of excess stock, consideration should be 
given to the value of the stock and the likelihood that the seller is making 
a profit.  

• Organised events where people meet to sell surplus animals they have 
bred, or animals that are surplus to their requirements, whether or not 
this is open to the public. Selling animals as a business from a market or 
stall is prohibited under Section 2 of the Pet Animals Act 1951

Indicators of ‘vending ‘out of scope’ activities

• Where an individual can demonstrate the activity is undertaken as a
hobby or for education or scientific advancement, and that they are only 
selling surplus stock, without making a profit. 

The government announced in Budget 2016 a new allowance of £1,000 for 
trading income from April 2017. Anyone falling under this threshold would 
not need to be considered in the context of determining whether they are a 
business.



Not recommended that cats are present in 

the house if homeboarding

Written 

procedures in 

place on a range 

of issues

Direct access to 
a secure, non 

communal  
external area 

Trained licence 

holder 

And staff

Designated room

per dog

No use of corridors, 

garages etc.

HOME BOARDING 

No home-
boarding

of cats

At least two secure physical barriers 

between any dog and any entrance 

to or exit from it.



“Trade 
chatter”

Hobbyists will get 
caught up in 

vending licensing

Changes to 
enclosure sizes in 

vending 

Need for home-
boarders to have 

outdoor “enclosed 
spaces”

Home-boarders 
restricted on 

number of dogs 
they can board

New regulations 
for day care 
operators

Animal Exhibits 
and foreign 

circuses

Onerous written 
procedures

Enclosure sizes for 
suppliers and 

breeders 

Changes still 
possible if a ban 

on third party 
sales is 

introduced

Overall negative 
impact on pet 

shops and 
livestock sales

Star rating could 
lead to “unfair” 

competitive 
advantage

Policing the 
restriction in dog 

litters (5 to 3)

Businesses in and 
out of scope 

activities (ie walker 
to homeboarder)





Nigel Baker
CEO

www.petfederation.co.uk


